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not only support the television campaign
but also continue to build the wider
campaign for Australian Mushrooms.
Please take the time to read about
these activities and understand how
your levy investment is being used to
help drive consumer demand.
The exciting news in this edition is
the continued progress with the Marsh
Lawson Centre in its longer-term
transition to a world-class research
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Chairman’s
Report

Tim Adlington Chairman, Australian Mushroom
Growers Association

D

ear AMGA members and levy
contributors,

As Association Chairman, one
of my roles is to keep you
informed, and the Journal is an excellent
way of staying in touch, allowing you
keep up to date with industry activities.
I intend to provide a report rich in
information including progress reports
and other materials of value to you.
Naturally, if you have questions, or there
are other areas which you would like me
to address, please let me know.
Strategic Plan
The Strategic Plan, developed and
approved by the AMGA Board in 2017,
gets top billing in this report, as it
serves as a guide that is fundamental
to our long-term success. The saying “if
you don’t know where you are going,
any road will get you there” is apt when
thinking about businesses and industries
that don’t succeed. Your Association is
clear in the direction to be undertaken
and is committed to working with you
to achieve real gains for the industry.

The five strategies in the plan are as
follows:
1. Unify the industry, by including all
growers in the association;
2. 	Ensure the brand “mushrooms” is
kept safe and secure;
3. Develop an effective working
relationship with HIA to optimise
levy fund investment;
4. Transfer information to industry
members; and
5. 	Ensure Board effectiveness.
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AMGA
The New board has been announced
and consists of myself as chairman,
with kevin Tolson, Mick Surridge and
geoff Martin acting as the executive
committee. phil Rogers, Neil Newman,
and Robert Tolson are the remaining
board members, with Sally Heukers in
the position of general Manager. The
board will focus on strategic issues to
ensure the right activities are done and
done well. We must allocate resources
and provide guidance to the Industry
Relationship and general Manager.
Hort Innovation
Hort Innovation manage the levy fund
investments in a way that benefits the
industry. Through the Strategic
Investment Advisory panel (SIAp), a
plan exists to optimise the brand
“Australian Mushrooms” continually
growing the consumption and
perception of our product, while
finding ways to lessen risks and
improve productivity and knowledge.
The marketing investment has a clear
focus on building the brand in a way to
convince consumers to purchase
repeatedly and consistently. This
marketing spend is measured carefully
through an independent campaign
tracker, and a report was recently
provided to the SIAp, based on an
analysis of consumer surveys. The
report highlighted:
•

•
•

“A strong residual effect of the
marketing campaign on purchase
frequency, use and momentum for
those who remember it”;
“Mushroom purchasing and use
continue to grow incrementally”; and
“Nearly all the core messages conveyed
through the television communications

have held, with the health message
continuing to stand out”.
The surveys, which will help shape
future advertising, also included
feedback on barriers to consumers
using more mushrooms in meals. These
included measures of responses to:
• “I don’t know many meals to cook
with mushrooms”;
• “My family don’t like the taste of
mushrooms”; and
• “They are too expensive to buy
regularly”.
R&D
In the area of R&D, important decisions
are made to support our industry such
as the development of a research and
extension centre, focused around the
current Marsh Lawson Research Unit at
the University of Sydney.
The new research facility will be
designed in close collaboration with the
industry and feature:
• Up to four mushroom growing
rooms;
• A purpose-built compost research
facility;
• Research directed by an industryfocused, independent steering
committee with signoff by the SIAP;
• Robust research capability delivered
by the University of Sydney,
Australian mushroom experts
and potentially other research
organisations; and
• A clear pathway to provide practical
outcomes to the industry.
The Marsh Lawson Mushroom Research
Centre will be a state-of-the-art
research facility providing practical

Update from

Sally Heukers

AMGA General Manager Report

W
solutions based on strong science, to
support a viable, innovative and resilient
Australian mushroom industry. The
research facility would operate under
three pillars identified in the AMgA
Strategic plan: improved productivity,
managing risk and sharing knowledge.
HIA recently announced the Marsh
Lawson Steering Committee. The
committee members listed below have
decades of combined industry and
research experience and will efficiently
guide the R&D plan for the new facility.
The committee comprises geoff Martin;
graham price; Ann bleads; Richard bell;
Sally Heukers; Anthony kachenko and
myself.
Mushroom Conference
A Conference Committee is already
working diligently on the program for
the next event, scheduled for 11-13
October 2018. The conference will
deliver a first-class docket of speakers
for your interest and entertainment, so
please mark it in the diary. Later
editions of the Journal will provide
further information on the program and
speakers.
In closing, I hope you all have a healthy
and prosperous 2018. I look forward
to the opportunity to help the industry
continue growth and development in a
way that benefits us all.
Regards

Tim Adlington

ith 2018 already well
underway the AMgA is in full
swing delivering the
organisation's strategic goals
for members and the industry. Many of
the milestones set by the Association
in 2017 have now been achieved, and
we look forward to maintaining the
momentum this year.
AMGA Industry Conference save the date – 11-13 October
2018 Sydney
The AMgA conference committee has
engaged the very experienced event
managers The Association Specialists
to deliver the 2018 mushroom industry
conference. The committee is in full
planning mode to finalise a fantastic
line-up of international speakers.
Delegates will have the opportunity
to engage with industry professionals
and international experts, learn more
about food marketing, hear the latest in
mushroom research and development,
and connect with others in the industry
both in Australian and internationally.

Research and Development
The Marsh Lawson Mushroom Research
Centre Steering Committee has been
established and held its first meeting
last month. The Steering Committee will
help guide plans for the new Mushroom
Centre of excellence and review and
recommend R&D concepts for evaluation.
The AMgA R&D committee has been
established and is actively researching
the R&D needs across the industry and
support the MLMRU Steering Committee.
There are several ways industry
members can put forward an R&D
concept. You can contact me or any of
the committee members, or enter a
concept directly by using the Mushroom
R&D Concept portal on the Hort
Innovation website. (further details can
be found in a separate article on page
12)
Risk Management
As custodians of the mushroom brand,

the AMGA consistently reviews and
updates the crisis management plan
AMSAFE and also ensures the crisis
committee members are adequately
trained. Over the past few months,
the Association has worked with Control
Risks to deliver the Crisis Management
Preparedness (CMP) Project successfully.
The Risk Crisis Team recently completed
training using the revised CMP plan and
in the coming months will complete
media training. The next edition of the
Journal will include additional detail
about the project.
To support the industry in risk
management and prevention, the AMGA
has facilitated key investments including
the Pest & Disease Management Service
and the Quality Assurance Food Safety
projects.
AMGA is also developing the mushroom
Brand Risk Management Strategy,
building the capacity to protect the
reputation of the industry.
Industry training
opportunities
Last year AMGA delivered the 5-day
Masterclass with international consultant
Mark den Ouden. The course was fully
booked, and positive feedback received
from all participants. Future training
courses are now being planned, and we
would like to hear from you to help us.
Are there any specific areas of training
you would like the AMGA to deliver?
Would you like to attend a future
Masterclass? What is the best time of
the year to hold courses?
I will be planning my 2018 industry
member visits soon. I look forward to
hearing from you how our Association
can better serve your needs and
updating you on the M&P program and
R&D projects.
Please contact on 0472 599 135 or
email me at sally.heukers@amga.au.
Regards,

Sally
Australian Mushrooms Journal
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Back on TV

T

he Australian Mushrooms
campaign is carefully targeted,
with a starting point of grocery
buyers between the ages of 25
and 54. This target has been further
refined using previous research to reach
“least confident cooks” and “medium
mushroom users”. The positioning of the
ads in specific shows is done to capture
the highest number of people that
match the ideal criteria for Australian
Mushrooms.
This advertising commenced just as
networks start a range of strong
program options. Australian Mushrooms
advertising will appear in all major
metropolitan markets and Northern New
South Wales, and on top rating shows
such as I’m a Celebrity get Me Out Of
Here and Married at first Sight. These
programs not only deliver audience
reach but even more importantly provide
the targeted demographic for the
campaign.
In keeping with the previous approach,
ads will feature an Australian Mushroom
recipe relevant to the particular time
slot. for example the breakfast Omelette
ad will be screened before midday, while
ads for meals such as Mushroom pizza
and Mushroom Spaghetti will screen
after midday.

Planning underway
As with all campaign activities, a
detailed assessment and planning
process is scheduled to ensure constant
improvement in the way in which
elements are delivered. While at this
stage no further television advertising

The television ads highlight a range
of family friendly meal ideas that
are made much healthier and much
tastier by adding Australian
Mushrooms.
6
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The Australian Mushrooms campaign is back on television, with advertising
commencing on Sunday 4 february and concluding on Saturday 31 March. The ads
build on the previous approach neatly bringing together the two key attributes of
taste and health, while continuing to grow awareness and drive demand.

is planned for 2018, an assessment
will be undertaken shortly to provide
guidance for the 2018-19 media
planning.

Supportive activities
Television advertising is just one of the
components of the current campaign
approach, which is also supported
by a strategic mix of other elements
including social media and public
relations activities.
Social media, for example, takes an
“always on” approach to support other
marketing activities and provide a
consistent communication channel to
engage with mushroom consumers. In
addition to regular recipe posts, this
communication channel is also used to
deliver video content through a feature
called facebook Live.
A recent facebook Live post provides a
great example of how it works
for Australian Mushrooms. The post
featured a live video of Australian
Mushrooms Ambassador, Miguel
Maestre creating his delicious Salad of
Champignons. Delivered with Miguel’s
personality and flair the 17-minute
long video was both easy to watch,

entertaining and engaged well with
consumers. There were not only plenty
of comments passed back and forth
during the video, but the post also
gained hundreds of likes and shares
during the live event. Once facebook
Live concludes the video is automatically
posted back to the facebook page,
allowing even more people – who may
not have been able to view it live – to
see the content.
The high levels of engagement on
the page highlight that people are
interested in Australian Mushrooms and
are excited to learn more. The continued
growth of the page and the sharing
of posts have helped make facebook
a valued element of the marketing
campaigns undertaken for Australian
Mushrooms.

Advertising through social
and online media
The advertising push will be amplified
further through both social and online
media, through an approach called
programmatic advertising. This provides
the opportunity to show an ad to
a specific customer, in a particular
context.

The Australian
Mushrooms Caravan
will make its Easter
Show debut providing
visitors with plenty to
see, to taste and to
learn.

Australian Mushrooms Journal
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What is Facebook live?
A basic explanation is that facebook Live
is a feature which allows users to live
broadcast videos from facebook. This
feature is a simple way to communicate
stories through video and provide a
unique form of real-time interaction with
fans and followers. Anyone watching the
video can add comments, get responses
from the hosts, and play their part in
exploring the content of the video.

Right: Facebook continues to reach tens
of thousands of consumers with great
mushroom meal ideas.
Far Right: Facebook Live is a great way
for engaging social media followers in
an entertaining manner.

For Australian Mushrooms, the targeting
is done based on the detailed research
previously undertaken to segment
mushroom consumers.
Through the use of keywords and
targeting, the opportunity is there for
someone looking for meal ideas to be
served with an Australian Mushrooms
video, right at the time they are looking
for meal inspiration.
Over February and March Australian
Mushrooms will be online with
programmatic video on YouTube,
Facebook and Instagram and with
display advertising on a range of
targeted websites.
In terms of video advertising, in
addition to the current range of ads,
Australian Mushrooms will also use a
new “bumper” ad, introduced through
8
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YouTube. These ads are just six seconds
in length and cannot be skipped, which
is what can occur with longer ads
presented to consumers.
The approach tested well over the
last quarter of 2017, with a mix of 15
and 30sec ads and the new bumper
ads, matched to a target audience
with keywords of food, health and
news. During this period programmatic
advertising achieved some five million
impressions, highlighting the way
in which this approach supports the
broader marketing efforts for Australian
Mushrooms.
Targeted display advertising will appear
on a variety of sites, with a critical
focus on catch-up and connected TV and
on news sites.

Radio concludes
Australian Mushrooms advertising on
radio stations in major metropolitan
areas across Australia has now
concluded. The mix of advertisements,
sponsored editorial and interview style
communications was a vital element
of the Mushie Mash Ups campaign,
designed to provide consumers with
more reasons to add more mushrooms
over the summer months. The mashup was intended to bring mushrooms
into a variety of meals in an easy
to understand manner that asked
consumers to just add mushrooms. The
radio advertisements featured Australian
Mushrooms ambassador, Miguel Maestre,
adding some real personality to the
mushroom message.
The high-frequency radio approach
used over the summer period provided
a practical and cost-effective way
of getting the summer message to
consumers. The reach and impact of
this element are yet to be evaluated,
and relevant information will appear in
future editions of this Journal.

Above: Australian Mushrooms will be seen on the Coles website
page and in recipe tiles, providing consumers with great
mushroom meal ideas.
Below: Coles product associations target online shoppers with
suggestions around their purchase selection.

Coles campaign
Australian Mushrooms is participating in
an online campaign through the Coles
suite of websites, which reach an
average of 3.4 million consumer visits
per month. from 1 March through until 3
April Australian Mushrooms will
have a variety of advertising spaces,
encouraging website visitors to click
through for further information and
purchase.
During March the approach will also try
something called 'product association,' to
further boost the impact of the
advertising. The product association
approach is where Coles chooses
products that go well with mushrooms –
such as mince. When online shopping a
consumer clicking on mince, for example,
will see a pop-up asking whether they
want to also include mushrooms in their
shopping basket. It is a simple, yet
efficient way of boosting the value of
the online shopping basket by providing
consumers with a gentle nudge towards
products that go well together and can
be part of an easy meal solution.

Australian Mushrooms Journal
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Easter Show
Australian Mushrooms will be front and
centre at the Sydney Royal easter show,
presenting visitors with plenty to see; to
taste and to learn. The show will feature
the distinctive mushroom caravan
and will deliver a mix of cooking
demonstrations, food samples and takehome recipe materials.
Australian Mushrooms Ambassador,
Miguel Maestre will provide some
additional personality, with a live
cooking demonstration scheduled for
Wednesday 26 March at 12:30pm.
The format provides an entertaining and
informative way of talking to consumers
about Australian Mushrooms. The
ultimate aim is to draw consumers to the
stand and then provide them with meal
ideas (through demonstrations and
sampling) and then send them home with
easy to cook recipes and tips on how to
add mushrooms to everyday meals.
The easter Show is the first of a series
of planned events including the brisbane
ekka and good food and Wine Shows in
both Melbourne and Sydney.

The second food service farm tour took place in Victoria, exposing
a growing number of chefs and food service operators to the way
in which mushrooms are grown.

Food Service Farm Visit
The last edition of the Journal reported on a mushroom farm tour by leading Sydney
food service identities. The approach has now also been run in Melbourne, with
the Costa farm at Mernda recently hosting a group of leading chefs and
foodservice operators.
The visit provided a unique insight into the operations of a mushroom farm,
allowing participants to understand better the complexity of the growing process
and the skills required to pick and deliver quality mushrooms to consumers.
The tour is the second of four planned events, with further farm tours planned for
brisbane in late March and Adelaide in early April. A report on these events will
appear in the next Journal.

Check out the video from
the recent NSW Food Service
Farm Tour.
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Marsh Lawson
development continues

The vision for the Marsh
Lawson Mushroom Research
Centre is for a state-of-theart research facility providing
practical science-based
solutions to the Australian
mushroom industry.
This year there have been many steps
taken towards making this vision a reality,
with funding allocated by the industry and
Hort Innovation (Project MU16004) to
allow the current Marsh Lawson Mushroom
Research Unit to transition to the new
Marsh Lawson Mushroom Research Centre.
The funds will cover the management
and operation of the Research Centre
for five years. There will be a number of
separately funded foundation research
projects under the broad themes identified
in the Mushroom Industry Strategic Plan:
Improving productivity
•
Substrate compost research
•
pest and disease management
•
New technologies
Managing risk
•
food safety
•
Sustainability
Sharing knowledge
•
extension / best practice
•
International connectivity.
The development of this foundational
research will be a collaborative approach
involving industry working with research
scientists, technical experts and others
to ensure it is tightly focused to industry
needs.

12
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Steering Committee now in
place
The transition will be managed through
a newly appointed Steering Committee,
that includes a very strong mix of
industry knowledge and experience
(see Table on the next page). The first
meeting of the Steering Committee was
held on 25 January and further meetings
will be held on a regular basis.
Newly elected Chair of the Steering
Committee Gordon Rogers is enthusiastic
about the development of the Centre and
is looking forward to building a worldclass research facility with strong links to
international researchers.
He said the Committee wants the centre
to address not only issues that are
currently affecting growers but also
have the capacity to examine long-term
strategic issues.
“As a committee, we have developed a
research outline and a list of topics that
fit under the industry Strategic Investment
Plan. The Steering Committee will work
with the Mushroom Strategic Investment
Advisory Panel (SIAP) to translate those
ideas into projects and to get the research
running through the Centre.

Marsh Lawson Steering Committee:
Members
Gordon Rogers
Anthony Kachenko
Tim Adlington
Geoff Martin
Sally Heukers
Richard Bell
Ann Bleads
Graham Price

Position
Committee Chair & Principal, Applied Horticultural Research
Hort Innovation R&D Lead
AMGA Chair
AMGA Treasurer
AMGA General Manager
Costa Group Technical Manager
Science Support at Elf Farm Supplies
Mushroom grower

“The purpose of this Committee is to
make recommendations on the research
direction undertaken on behalf of the
industry. The level of knowledge among
members means that we can help to
initiate and review potential projects
and pass them through to the SIAP for
consideration and approval.
Committee member and Hort Innovation
R&D Lead, Anthony Kachenko believes
the Steering Committee is an excellent
opportunity for the mushroom industry
to look carefully at research priorities
that can feed into the SIAP for further
advice and implementation.
He said researchers should be
encouraged to submit ideas through the
concept proposal approach, to enable
Hort Innovation to track those ideas
through the business and give them
every opportunity to succeed.
“Essentially, the Centre and the Steering
Committee are vehicles to help drive
research for the sector. However, they
do not circumvent any of the standard
approaches Hort innovation takes
regarding submissions for funding,
which will flow through to the SIAP as
usual. The opportunity is there for the
SIAP to use the Steering Committee to
work up concepts that may need further
consideration before approval.”
Dr Kachenko said there was an evident
desire from industry for the Centre to
become the hub for mushroom research
and development in Australia.
“While there are undoubtedly other
providers who can undertake activities,
the industry now has a dedicated
resource, and I think it is imperative that

where possible the investment goes back
to the Centre.”
Transition to the new Centre
In the short term, the Marsh Lawson
Mushroom Research Centre will continue
to operate out of the existing facilities,
located at the University of Sydney.
The University of Sydney has undertaken
to build and pay for a new research
facility on the main university campus
in Camperdown. This development will
include a growing facility with up to
four mushroom growing rooms, and a
purpose-built compost research facility.
Importantly the design will be
undertaken in close collaboration with
the mushroom industry to ensure the
transition delivers state-of-the-art
commercial growing and compost making
facilities. This industry input is critical
to ensure the results generated by
experiments in the new research centre
are directly relevant to commercial
operations in Australia. It is anticipated
that it will take five years to transition
and establish a fully functional research
Centre, with a completion date of 30
June 2022.
Managing the Centre
The new Steering Committee (see
membership above) represents key
industry stakeholders and is responsible
for the operations and strategic
directions of the centre. Under the Terms
of Reference, the committee will be
responsible for:
Identifying research and
•
development issues and gaps which

•

•

•

affect the Australian mushroom
industry.
Determining the strategic direction
and key themes of the Marsh
Lawson Research Centre research
program, in consultation with the
mushroom industry SIAP.
Supporting Hort Innovation
procurement projects following
advice from the mushroom SIAP.
Providing input into the transition
from the current Marsh Lawson
Research Unit into the Marsh Lawson
Research Centre including input
into the design of new growing and
composting facilities.

Linking investments and
opportunities
In developing and managing the
operations of the Centre, every effort
will be made to link to existing industry
investments and projects. To further
establish research links at both a
domestic and international level, those
involved with the Centre will look to
participate in relevant international
mushroom science conferences and
Australian mushroom conferences.
The Centre will also access the Hort
innovation postgraduate program to
co-fund phD students and postdoctoral
fellows to attract a new stream of
young researchers to the centre, and the
Australian mushroom industry.
Keeping up-to-date
Australian mushroom growers and others
involved in the broader industry can
keep up-to-date with the development
of the Centre by reading the information
provided through the industry
Communication project. Regular updates
will be included in the monthly Industry
Update newsletter and through articles in
this Journal.
Further information:
Gordon Rogers
Steering Committee Chair
Email: gordon@ahr.com.au
Phone: +612 8627 1040
Mobile: +61 418 51 7777

The project Marsh Lawson Mushroom Research Centre (MU16004)
has been funded by Hort Innovation using the mushroom research and
development levy and contributions from the Australian Government.
Hort Innovation is the grower owned, not-for-profit research and
development corporation for Australian horticulture.
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Dry Bubble -

a problem shared is not a
problem halved

By Warwick Gill, Tasmanian Institute of Agriculture,
School of Land and Food, University of Tasmania, Hobart
Introduction
Dry bubble (Lecanicillium fungicola)
is the most prevalent and devastating
disease of the cultivated button
mushroom (Agaricus bisporus) and is
responsible for crop losses world-wide
exceeding 20%. If poorly managed, this
disease will push farms beyond the viable
economic threshold, forcing closure.
Uncontrolled, a dry bubble infection can
wipe out an entire crop within one or
two weeks, but because the spores are
able to remain viable within organic
debris, the disease is capable of reinfecting successive crops year after year.
Although the source of the original
disease infection can be hard to pinpoint,
once dry bubble is introduced onto the
farm, the infection is usually persistent
and survives and multiplies due mainly
to recurring cross-contamination within
the facility and the ability of spores to
survive a long time in organic material.
Because the huge number of spores
produced by the pathogen – estimated
at around 30,000,000 spores hr-1 from
a single bubble-affected mushroom –
are bundled within a sticky mucilage,
vectoring is a significant and effective
method of spore dispersal. Of the known
vectors of Lecanicillium identified for
mushroom farms, the most significant is
humans and their cultivation practices.
The tendency for mushroom farm staff
to interact in common areas combined
with the reproductive biology of the
pathogen are crucial circumstances for
dry bubble proliferation by on-farm
cross-contamination.

Shared areas defined
In reference to farm hygiene, cultivation
practices can be broadly divided into
‘dirty’ and ‘clean’ operations. ‘Dirty’
activities include, but are not limited to

growing, harvesting, watering, disease
treatment, packing and distribution.
These activities expose personnel
to organic waste, mushroom debris,
mushroom pathogens and a range of
saprobes which may have both preand post-harvest implications. On
the other hand, ‘clean’ activities such
as composting, compost fill, casing,
spawning and clean room sanitation
are those which, under normal
circumstances, do not expose personnel
to mushroom-associated pathogens and
saprobes. Shared areas therefore, are
those places on a mushroom farm where
personnel from these two different
types of operations perform common
activities, although not necessarily at the
same time. Shared areas may include
administration offices, maintenance
workshops, carparks, training venues,
wash rooms/toilets, lunch rooms and
recreational and laundry facilities. The
degree to which these areas are shared
is dependent upon the size and age of
the farm, production type and on-farm
standard operating procedures.
The lunch room as a key
sample site in dry bubble
management
Historically, mushroom farm lunch rooms
have been implicated in the spread of dry
bubble disease. but due to the difficulty
in sampling large surface areas with
traditional tools and techniques, little
supporting evidence has previously been
presented. However, with the recent
development of roller sampling during
recently completed project MU12007
(Development of a pilot mushroom farm
disease monitoring scheme), the hurdles
to traditional sampling – specifically the
large surface areas of table tops and
floors – have been overcome. A typical

Figure 1: Image of a typical mushroom
farm lunch room
lunch room (Fig. 1) commonly comprises
non-porous plastic tabletops, non-porous
plastic chairs and a floor covered in nonporous linoleum or vinyl, surfaces which
are very amenable to roller sampling.
even lunch rooms with porous surfaces
such as timber tabletops and chairs and
bare concrete or tile floors have proven
to be suitable to roller sampling. Of the
shared areas sampled during MU12007,
the lunch room, more specifically the
lunch room floor, consistently yielded
Lecanicillium when the disease was
expressing on-farm. The lunch room
floor is a sample site deserving special
consideration as the floor is the one
common ‘structure’ connecting all areas
of the farm. As such, pathogens on the
lunch room floor transferred to grow
rooms on footwear follow direct infection
pathways to the mushroom bed (box 1).
In addition to the lunch room floor
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CSA Tri Clean & Fog combine a unique
blend of three active ingredients to
provide broad spectrum disease cover
during growing room clean outs.
Tri Clean and Tri Fog combats a wide
range of typical pathogens commonly
associated with mushroom
production such as Cladobotryum
spp. Lecanicillium spp. Verticillium
spp. & Trichoderma spp.
Non corrosive, non staining, non
odourous & pH neutral.
Although Tri Clean & Tri Fog has a
relatively low hazard rating when
compared to many other common
sanitising products please always refer
to the SDS and read the safety
precautions on product labels before
use.

While being non corrosive, non
staining, non odorous & pH neutral,
Tri Clean & Tri Fog also has a relatively
low hazard rating when compared to
many other common sanitising
products.
Tri Clean & Tri Fog are available to
growers in all regions either direct
from CSA (manufacturers) or through
our national distributor network.

CSA Products are Australian
made & owned with
locations in Brisbane QLD &
Newcastle NSW

acting as a reservoir feeding dry bubble
cross-contamination, our experience
has demonstrated that the lunch room
floor may also perform as both an early
warning site and a site indicative of the
general health of the farm.
One of the foundation principals of
efficient disease sampling is to maximise
the chances of detecting a pathogen
if present while minimising resource
expenditure. It is therefore impractical
to adequately sample all shared areas,
even on a small farm. Given the
prevalence of Lecanicillium detected in
the lunch room on dry bubble-affected
farms and the high number of staff-visits
per day compared with other shared
areas, the lunch room is considered to
be a significant issue in addressing a
dry bubble management plan and, more
generally, in a farm hygiene plan.

The role of the lunch
room in dry bubble crosscontamination
Sticky Lecanicillium spores are vectored
into the lunch room by staff from the
‘dirty’ areas (Fig. 2) on their hands,
clothing and particularly feet. Harvesters
in particular may also carry Lecanicillium
spores on implements such as sizing
gauges, box labels and hand towels.
The spores are transferred and adhere
to any surface that the contaminated
staff member touches. Spores will then
attach to staff from ‘clean’ operations
who use the same facilities as the ‘dirty’
staff and touch the same surfaces. The
newly contaminated staff member then
returns to their ‘clean’ activity, taking
the pathogen with them and introducing
dry bubble into the cultivation cycle at
a very early stage. While Lecanicillium
introduced into the compost and casing
may not develop immediately, spores
will survive within these moist, highly
organic substrates. If the compost or

Figure 2: Relative likelihood of staff vectoring pathogens into
the tea room (red – most likely; green – least likely)
casing are disturbed during cultivation
and the pathogen is brought to the
casing surface, dry bubble will express
on the crop. Contamination of the casing
line equipment during casing operations
can introduce Lecanicillium to the casing
soil surface where the infection will
immediately begin to develop and affect
early flushes.
On many farms, ‘clean’ operations are
undertaken off-site, reducing the chances
of cross-contamination from shared
areas (Fig. 3 – type 1 and type 2 farms)
assuming personnel are not transferred
between sites. In these situations, the
‘clean’ staff will have separate facilities
off-site. However, room sanitation,
filling and casing operations will remain
susceptible to cross-contamination. The
worst-case scenario is the farm with a
single lunch room on which the compost
and casing are prepared on-site (Fig.
3 – type 3 farm) adjacent to ‘dirty’
operations.
On larger farms with multiple crops
flushing simultaneously, harvest teams
may be operating across different flushes
at any one time. At breaks, harvesters
from third flush rooms which are more
likely to harbour diseases (Fig. 2) will
interact with harvesters from earlier
flushes in the lunch room. The possibility

here arises that harvesters from the
first flush will pick up Lecanicillium
spores deposited on surfaces by the
third flush harvesters and introduce the
pathogen into earlier flushes upon their
return to work. On farms with smaller
harvesting teams, this is less likely to
happen because the harvesters tend to
progress from earlier to later flushes as a
single group. While most farms enforce
a ‘glove policy’ dictating how often
harvesters’ gloves are changed and how
used gloves are disposed of, the correct
removal of contaminated gloves is often
overlooked. It is very easy to transfer
Lecanicillium from gloves to hands if
removal is not done correctly, ultimately
leading to the contamination of lunch
room table tops, chairs, work surfaces
and tableware.

Keeping it clean – lunch
room sanitation and points
to consider
Under times of dry bubble stress, lunch
room sanitation becomes a critical aspect
of disease management by breaking the
on-farm re-infection cycle. But it is not
a simple matter of mopping the floor
once a week; there are several things
to carefully consider to maximize the
impact of lunch room hygiene.
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Figure 3: Separation of standard ‘clean’ production operations from ‘dirty’
operations depends upon the materials flow of specific farms
WHEN: Scheduling a mop out of the lunch room on a Thursday afternoon may be
sufficient during ‘good times’ but during a dry bubble outbreak, more frequent floor
cleaning is definitely better. On a type 3 farm (Fig. 3) that has both operations
on-site, the ‘clean’ operators ideally would take first break followed by the ‘dirty’
operators and the lunch room would then be sanitized after each break to minimize
the chance of vectoring the pathogen to the ‘clean’ operations.
This schedule however does not consider contamination of the lunch room by
harvesters before their shift. Harvesters who have picked a diseased 3rd flush in
the afternoon wash up and drive their cars home. The following morning, after
showering and a change of clothes, they get in their cars and drive to work. There
is a high probability, as yet untested, that the harvesters will have picked up
Lecanicillium from their car seat, pedals, footwell, seat belt, door sills etc from the
previous day. Moreover, there is a strong likelihood that a reservoir of Lecanicillium
will build up in most staff members’ vehicles over time, given the longevity and the
stickiness of spores. The scheduling of intensive lunch room sanitation during a dry
bubble outbreak will be determined by several factors such as farm management’s
resource priorities, farm production schedule, the production flow on-site and the
number of lunch rooms available.
WHAT: The floor must be central to lunch room sanitation. As the floor connects
all areas of the farm, whatever is on the lunch room floor will end up in all areas
of the site. Similarly, whatever is out on the farm will end up on the lunch room
floor. To achieve maximum sanitation, the floor construction needs to be considered.
A concrete floor is going to accumulate organic material which will collect in the
surface texture, cracks and joins, providing growth niches for Lecanicillium. A
ceramic tile floor will have a surface texture and grout that may have degraded while
a linoleum tile floor will have butted joins; each require particular attention. Even
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a linoleum or vinyl covering may have
a surface texture and joins which need
to be cleaned specifically. In all cases,
focus on doorways and specific microbial
collection points such as where benches,
appliances, cupboards and walls meet
the floor – if the floor is not coved,
pathogens will accumulate in these
areas. In addition to the floor, both the
table tops and chairs must be sanitized
in addition to the work surfaces, doors
and lockers. While the lunch room floor
remains a focus, the ‘small things’ must
not be neglected. Staff will often leave
tissue boxes, lunch boxes, mugs, towels,
condiments and picking accessories
like size gauges and box labels on the
tables which accumulate pathogens over
time and become disease reservoirs.
Individual staff may be made responsible
for their ‘patch’ and keep these items
hygienic. One author has previously
isolated Trichoderma consistently from
communal playing cards and magazines
left on the tables within a sole shared
lunch room on a type 1 farm. Many
farms will need to consider separately
sanitizing recreational equipment (eg.
table tennis equipment, playing cards)
to prevent cross-contamination and
the establishment of further disease
reservoirs.
HOW: Effective hygiene is achieved by
a combination of washing, rinsing and
sanitizing. For a full, thorough clean,
the floor must be scrubbed initially
with detergent and rinsed to remove
the organic material and a lot of the
microbial contamination. The rinse water
is then removed as much as possible to
prevent dilution of the sanitizer, which is
applied according to the manufacturer’s
instructions. Operators must ensure
that the recommended rinsing, dilution
rate and contact time are followed to
ensure efficacy of the treatment. Farms
may elect to undertake a thorough clean
of the floor daily, followed by regular
applications of sanitizer throughout
the day. Again, the schedule will be
determined by farm management’s
resource priorities, farm production
schedule, the production flow on-site and
the number of lunch rooms available.
Under high disease stress, an effective
way of maintaining clean floors is
to reduce the number of incoming
pathogens by installing foot dips at each

lunch room entrance. An economical
way of doing this is to lay carpet strips
soaked with sanitizing solution which are
wide enough to span the entire doorway
and long enough to prevent staff
stepping over them. Foot dips and carpet
strips must be replenished regularly as
organic build up and exposure to farm
runoff water and rainwater reduce the
effectiveness of the disinfectant. Foot
dips and carpet strips will also reduce
the likelihood of any pathogen being
transferred from the lunch room to other
locations on-farm. Although the organic
build up on other surfaces will be much

less than that on the floor, tabletops,
chairs and benchtops still need to be
wiped regularly with sanitizer.

significant roles in mushroom disease
www.mushroommachinery.com
management.
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Determining hygiene protocol efficacy:
The effectiveness of a farm’s hygiene
procedure is largely taken on faith;
there are no checks and balances,
yet preventative sanitation using less
harmful and less environmentally
damaging reagents is the cornerstone of
pesticide use reduction. The lunch room
offers an excellent environment to carry
out controlled tests to prove whether a
farm’s protocol is effective. There is no
production activity in the lunch room and
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there are long periods when the lunch
room is empty of people. Sampling the
lunch room floor before sanitation and
immediately following sanitation will
indicate whether the protocol removes
pathogens effectively. Particular
attention can be paid to joints, surface
texture and collection points where
cupboards, appliances, benches and walls
meet the floor to check that these areas
are being treated sufficiently.
Early detection: Like Lecanicillium,
Trichoderma (green mould) spores
are bundled in a sticky mucilage and
are vectored in the same way. While
large Cladobotryum (cobweb) spores
are single and dry and may not rely on
vectoring as a primary route of dispersal,
they share a feature in common with
Lecanicillium and Trichoderma – at
some time, due to standard cultivation
practices, the spores ultimately end up
on the floor and can be tracked into the
lunch room by staff members’ footwear.
By regular sampling of the lunch room
floor, it is possible to detect spores of
mushroom diseases as they are brought
in from all parts of the farm. During
MU12007, Cladobotryum was detected
on a bare concrete lunch room floor on
a farm suffering a serious dry bubble
outbreak, two weeks before cobweb
symptoms were reported. On a second
farm, Lecanicillium was isolated from
lunch room chairs on a farm on which
dry bubble was not expressing. In
this instance, the grower was able to
proactively sanitize the lunch room and
prevent a dry bubble infection.
Constant and regular monitoring of the
lunch room floor can also be used to
create a pathogen profile for a farm. It
is unlikely that the dry bubble pathogen
can be entirely eradicated from a farm,

particularly one with a previous history
of infection, but there will be a certain
level of pathogen at which an outbreak
is imminent. A historical record can be
established from which the grower can
determine a level of detection which is
‘safe’ for the crop and a level at which
the warning flags should be raised and
hygiene stepped up.

Conclusion
The lunch room may be considered the
disease barometer of the farm. By
consistent and regular sampling of the
floor, the general pathogen status of the
farm can be monitored, the efficacy of
the farm’s hygiene standard operating
procedure can be confirmed and serious
pathogens detected early. Historical

records can then be established allowing
the grower to determine pathogen
threshold levels and to proactively
instigate a higher level of sanitation once
pathogen levels begin to rise. During a
dry bubble outbreak however, the lunch
room and particularly the floor must
become the focus of intensive sanitation
to break the recurrent cross-contamination
cycle common to dry bubble.

Growers’ action points
During a dry bubble outbreak, step up
lunch room sanitation:
• revise lunch room sanitation schedule
– more is better;
• focus on the floor;
• identify areas that need special
attention such as joins, textures,

Infection pathways from floor to mushroom bed
There are two predominant pathways by which Lecanicillium can infect mushroom
beds from a floor or crack/joint reservoir. Water splash is the primary route of
infection, often from pressure washing a clean room floor prior to fill. However, it
doesn’t take a pressure washer to create sufficient aerosol to carry Lecanicillium
spores from the floor to the bed. High volume, low pressure hosing is often
stated as the correct way to rinse floors during sanitation, but if the rinse isn’t
followed by a further sanitation step (disinfection or fumigation) then there is
a high risk of infecting the mushroom bed. Indeed, tipping water from a bucket
over an infected floor would also produce significant aerosol or splash to carry
Lecanicillium onto the beds. A second pathway from floor to bed is footwear.
This can either be by water splash from walking through standing water
contaminated with Lecanicillium, or by the harvesters contacting mushrooms with
their feet and trolleys during harvest. This is significant for tray farms where
mushrooms of the first flush often grow to the very edge of the compost bed
and extend beyond the sides of the tray. Once established on the mushrooms,
watering will spread the pathogen over the newly contaminated bed, to lower
beds and ultimately back to the floor.
In addition, there are other potential infection pathways from floor to mushroom
bed which are likely to exist given the sticky nature of Lecanicillium spores.
These include, but are not limited to:
• infected water droplets falling from harvesters’ shoes onto lower beds while
standing on a picking trolley;
• reused cartons/crates placed on the floor, then transferred to the harvester’s
trolley platform. The pathogen is then spread to the crop by water splash or
direct foot contact;
• harvest staff using a broom, squeegee or hose without changing gloves before
returning to harvesting;
• dry sweeping, creating spore-laden dust aerosols; and
• flies acting as primary vectors.

Box 1 Possible dry bubble infection routes from the floor. Extracted from: Early
detection of dry bubble disease on mushroom farms [Technical Report]. The
Technical Report is accessible via an embedded link in Gill & Allan (2017).
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grouting and areas where floors
meet walls, benches, appliances and
cupboards;
• reduce incoming pathogens by
installing sanitizing foot dips or
carpets at all lunch room entrances.
Maintain them regularly;
• consider changing scheduled breaks
so ‘clean’ staff use lunch room before
‘dirty’ staff;
• sanitize the lunch room following all
‘dirty’ staff breaks; and
• ensure the farm’s glove policy is
sufficient and is strictly enforced.
At times of low disease pressure,
regularly sample the floor:
• to build a historical record of
Lecanicillium on the farm as a dry
bubble early warning system;
• to provide early detection of other
diseases such as cobweb;
• as an assessment of general farm
health; and
• as a training aid to demonstrate
spread of pathogens.

Further information:
Project leader
Warwick gill
Warwick.gill@utas.edu.au
0417 766 588
Pest and Disease Service
Judy Allan
judyallan@bigpond.com
02 6767 1057

Glossary of terms

Recommended reading

Disinfectant: a product applied directly
to an inanimate object. It destroys or
inactivates most pathogenic organisms
and some viruses. In the context of
mushroom farm hygiene, the terms
‘disinfectant’ and ‘sanitizer’ are
interchangeable.
Economic threshold: the level of income
below which a business is no longer
viable.
Infection: the process of entering and
establishing a pathogenic relationship
with an organism
Pathogen: a parasite able to cause
disease in a particular host or range of
hosts
Sanitizer: a product which reduces
the number of microbial contaminants
on inanimate surfaces to levels that
are ‘safe’. It is often a formulation
of detergent and disinfectant. In the
context of mushroom farm hygiene, the
terms ‘disinfectant’ and ‘sanitizer’ are
interchangeable.
Saprobe: an organism using dead organic
material as food
Spore: a reproductive structure of fungi.
It may be produced for dissemination or
to survive unfavourable conditions. It is
a result of sexual or asexual
reproduction.
Vector: an organism that carries and
transmits a pathogen to the host which
it attacks.
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Action Points To Control

Sciarid and Phorid Flies
Adult Sciarid

ge

Larval Dama

Larvae

The photo above was taken in a
third flush and shows an adult
sciarid on the mushroom stalk just
under the cap and sciarid larvae
tunnelling into the base.

By Judy Allan, Pest
and Disease Service
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ciarid and phorid flies can breed
in bushland, ‘waste’ or ‘spent’
compost in the farm environment
and, most efficiently of all, in
growing rooms. The odour associated
with the phase 3 compost arriving on a
farm either in bulk or blocks acts like a
strong magnet to attract flies to the new
crop.
The fact that a female sciarid can
produce around 100 offspring and a
female phorid can produce around 50
offspring means that new crops need to
be vigorously protected from invasion
by adults and a holistic and integrated
approach to fly control is required.
flies are effective vectors of Bubble
disease because the sticky disease
spores attach themselves to the legs of
the fly. The flies then transport them
from crop to crop.

FLY CONTROL ACTION
POINT 1: Manage fly
populations on filling and
casing days
As soon as the compost is finished being
filled and/or cased and the room closed
up, use a knockdown AeROSOL product
to kill any flies that may have flown in.
The registered product for this
application is the pyrethrin based
product Supapy®.
Using an aerosol product is preferable as
it targets adult flies on the wing and it
hopefully will kill them before they lay
their eggs. It should be realised however
that the killing period is ‘short,’ i.e. hours
not days. for a more even distribution of
the aerosol mist, leave the recirculation
fans on during treatment. Also, to take

Flies are effective vectors of Bubble disease because the sticky
disease spores attach themselves to the legs of the fly. The flies
then transport them from crop to crop.

advantage of the fact that phorids are
attracted to light, turn on the lights
5-10 minutes before using aerosols to
encourage the flies to be active.
If the room is well sealed up with proper
physical exclusion an aerosol product and
having FLY ZAPPERS in the room may be
sufficient but if the room does not have
a good physical exclusion, then using
a pyrethrum DUST can give some more
prolonged protection. On a block farm
with fly pressure, it is recommended you
cut the blocks as close to casing time as
possible because while-ever the plastic
is intact it provides a physical barrier to
the flies.
There are numerous insecticidal dust
products registered for mushrooms.
These products are listed on the APVMA
website.
It is also advisable to reduce the number
of adult flies on the whole farm prior
to these operations. Suitable activities
include:
• using dusts or aerosols in fly affected
later flushes; and
• applying wallsprays around points of
entry. (n.b. do not spray wall sprays

directly onto mushroom beds).

FLY CONTROL ACTION
POINT 2: Physical exclusion
Physical exclusion is by far the most
essential means of fly prevention. Flies
can walk against pressurised growing
rooms, and both phorids and sciarids
are incredibly effective at finding the
smallest gap in joins and ductwork. Both
phorids and sciarids can move readily
through standard fly screens, and a
finer screen is required (e.g. Quarantine
mesh).
Keeping doors closed is an essential
aspect of physical exclusion. Phorid flies
are often seen crawling under doors,
through gaps in door seals and between
growing rooms and in drains. They can
even crawl through pre-filters.
It is strongly recommended that the
number of flies entering the room during
the filling process is monitored on a
weekly basis. By attaching fresh sticky
paper close to lights, (including on the
ceiling lights) it is possible to get some
indication as to how many flies are
entering during the filling process.

FLY CONTROL ACTION POINT
3: Use of Pesticides in the
Casing
Any product used should be registered
for this use pattern and listed on the
APVMA website.
The rate and use instructions are listed
on the product labels. Casing treatments
target larval stages of the fly but it
is critical that farms choose a casing
treatment that specifically targets the
fly present. It is essential to identify
which fly species are present to choose
the most effective treatment. If you
cannot differentiate whether phorids or
sciarids are present then outside advice
is required, as this is a very critical
step. Usually one species or the other is
present, but on occasion farms can have
both phorids and sciarids.
The active ingredients listed by APVMA
to target Sciarids are Cyrozomine,
Triflumuron, Diazonin, Fipronil.
The active ingredients listed by APVMA
to target Phorids contain the active
ingredient Fipronil and Cyromazine.
An older insecticide/active ingredient
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like Diazonin will also target Phorids but
it does not persist in the casing (retired
entymologist Alan Clift who specialised
in mushroom pests always said to expect
less than two weeks activity from
diazonin) so it is clear there are a lot of
factors to consider.
There are some insecticides that also
have a registered use pattern for the
compost. These insecticides are listed
on the APVMA website. The instructions
can be found on the label, but it is not a
common use pattern in Australia.
FLY CONTROL ACTION POINT
4: Use of Biological Control
Agents
For those who wish to pursue nonchemical control options, the following
two types of products are relevant. There
is a biological larvacide (comprising
Bacillus Thuringiensis) that the AMGA
holds a Permit for on behalf of the
industry.
Vectobac WG® has a registered use
pattern for the casing but perhaps has
greatest application for use in wet areas
outside the mushroom farm buildings
that are considered breeding grounds
for flies. It targets larvae, specifically
their midgut. Specific information can be
found on the label.
Entomopathogenic nematodes do not
require APVMA registration and are
commercially available in Australia. The
supplier can help with dose rates and
timing.

FLY CONTROL ACTION
POINT 5: Don’t abandon fly
infested crops near the end
of their life
While the source of the initial infestation
is debatable, it is clear that once flies
are on the farm, the primary source
becomes older growing rooms. Dusting
and aerosols and fly zappers are the
main tools available. On farms that
steam out at the end of cropping it is

FLY CONTROL TIPS
If there are not any flies on the farm
at present, there are a number of
things to have in place to minimise the
chances of a population developing
including:
1. Maintain physical exclusion.
2. Regularly check physical exclusion.
3. Monitor fly numbers outside
growing rooms and monitor how
many flies enter during the filling
process.
4. Routinely use wallsprays around
points of entry.
5. When/if you stop using a casing
insecticide monitor changes in fly
numbers more closely and act on
any increased activity.
6. Dispose of mushroom stalks and
spent compost wisely. Do not
stockpile.

Some flies get trapped in pre-filters, but
some get through.

Further information:
Project Leader
Warwick Gill
Warwick.gill@utas.edu.au
0417 766 588
Pest and Disease Service
Judy Allan
judyallan@bigpond.com
02 6767 1057

The information in this article has been provided as part of project
MU16003 – Pest and Disease Management and Research Services. This
project has been funded by Hort Innovation using the mushroom research
and development levy and contributions from the Australian Government.
Hort Innovation is the grower owned, not-for-profit research and
development corporation for Australian horticulture.

This photo is taken inside the growing
room. Pyrethrum dust and quarantine
mesh are employed to try and contain
and kill the flies inside the growing room
and prevent them from moving to new
crops

Applied Horticultural

Disease Diagnostic
Service
If your farm has disease issues or if you just need to monitor
the effectiveness of current management practices, then this
service is for you.

•
•
•
•

Cost effective sampling
Quick testing & reporting
Valuable information
Improved disease management

Contact:
Gordon Rogers - gordon@ahr.com.au (02) 8627 1040
Liam Southam-Rogers - liam@ahr.com.au (02) 8627 1040

Harvesting Quality
Mushrooms
By: Erik de Groot, GLAGS Global Agriculture Services

Above: The way in which a few mushrooms were removed has damaged several
others that will not now grow to top quality product.

Erik de Groot
GLAGS Global Agriculture Services
Glags.spain@gmail.com
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icking mushrooms involves more
than just removing them from
the beds. Selecting the right
mushrooms and handling them
carefully is also vital. Creating space to
allow them to grow bigger is not only
for yield. A mushroom with enough
space has better evaporation, holds its
quality better and for longer and has
a better shelf life as well. Handling of
mushrooms can affect the quality and
shelf life.
Damaging mushrooms at picking
affects the quality at retail level and
can be avoided by proper training and
supervision of pickers. Damage is easily
done at the start of the flush when
mushrooms need to be separated. At
this stage, pickers need to pay attention
to avoiding damage and not as much to
the speed of picking.
Separation needs time and picking
performance will be lower. On some

Table: the impact of this growth for a single mushroom of 40mm, with an average weight of 22g.

farms, pickers receive an hourly rate
placing pressure on making the right
number of kilograms, when it pays off
longer-term to let the picker focus on
the quality of the separation.
The image on the previous page
highlights what is commonly seen after
separation.

What is a good separation?
The question of proper separation
depends on what size mushrooms
are required and also on how many
pins have developed. When big sized
mushrooms are required, of course,
more space is needed and for smaller
sized mushrooms, leaving them a bit
tighter will be more beneficial. What
matters is the way the separation
happens. What often happens is that
pickers take away too many small
mushrooms to separate where the same
result could have been achieved with
picking less.
The first rule for the separation is to
always pick the mushroom in the middle
of the tight area. By doing that and just
choosing one single mushroom, space is
created for many other mushrooms. If
there is still a lack of space, more can
be picked, but start from the middle to
minimise the numbers of mushrooms
required to separate. Which size is
getting picked while separating is not
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the main thing, as long as mushrooms
are only picked from tight areas.

Maintaining quality
Once space is created, mushrooms must
be allowed to grow to their maximum
size to get a good yield. However, that
means they should be picked precisely
on time to maintain quality. Many
farms are now training pickers the
selective picking method, where the
right mushrooms are selected to pick,
leaving others to give them the change
to develop more.
Using this approach rooms can be
picked several times a day, with the
biggest mushrooms picked at each
pass to create space where needed.
Harvesting mushrooms of 60mm all
day is achievable if done in perfection.
A mushroom doubles in size every 24
hours and will grow in weight 4% every
hour. Picking every two hours can give
stunning results and can be done a lot
easier with electric picking trolleys.
Careful planning for every picking day
will ensure the right number of pickers
are on hand.
A shortage of pickers can cause a loss of
quality, while too many pickers can also
cost in terms of yield as the mushrooms
don’t get the time to grow to their full
potential. To maximise profitability, it is
essential to get the right approach and
balance when it comes to picking.

Mushroom growth
Mushrooms double in weight every 24
hours, which means an extra 4% in
weight every hour.
The table above highlights the impact
of this growth for a single mushroom of
40mm, with an average weight of 22g.
Mushrooms left to grow an additional
5mm produce 27% more weight,
highlighting the benefit of more passes
to let mushrooms have space to grow.
On this basis it is beneficial to do more
passes on a daily base and let the
mushrooms, that have space and are
still strong enough, grow. Of course this
works only if the right separation occurs
at the start.

Which mushroom would
you pick??
Putting together a good harvesting
team is therefore very important and
every farm needs a good leader with an
eye for the details to lead that process.
Good harvest management can make or
break all the efforts from earlier stages.
Training and a good system will bring
many advantages and deliver quality
that stands out. Every farm should have
a designated person to train new pickers
as it is easier to train a new picker than
retrain pickers with bad habits.
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your blend
for life
Topterra Holland is a member of the Legro Group, a family business in growing
media now headed by the fourth generation. Our goal in the coming years is to
continue producing the best possible product and services for the mushroom
and horticultural industries. This goal requires a different organisation than
we had in the past. A strong company structure linked to a clear brand,
recognised both nationally and internationally. This is why Topterra Holland
as a company name has changed into Legro Mushroom Casing Solutions.
Proudly we will retain Topterra as our mushroom casing product name.

Sjef Swinkels

Legro Mushroom Casing Solutions

Tel. + 31 (0) 88 1717600

www.legrogroup.com

Revised HARPS definitions

bring clarity to industry
HARPS is a retailer-led scheme designed
to assist with compliance to food safety,
legal and trade legislation for suppliers to
the major grocery retailers in Australia.
A decision graphic has been developed to
assist suppliers in determining whether
their business requires HARPS. The
terminology in this graphic replaces the
previous references to Direct and Indirect
suppliers, and uses a tiering system to
define supply chain responsibilities and
actions required by suppliers.
Based on the feedback received from
low volume producers requesting more
support and time for implementation, a
number of provisions have been made.
Additional Support: There will be HARPS
awareness sessions held in each statebased Central Market as well as some key
growing regions. Additional webinars will
be held for those unable to attend these
sessions. Dates will be advertised on the
HARPS website, via peak industry bodies
and directly to those businesses that are

registered on the HARPS website.
Additional Time: Tier 2 suppliers that may
require HARPS approval will have until 1st
January 2019. These businesses should
register their interest in achieving HARPS
approval at www.harpsonline.com.au by
30th June 2018.
In addition, low volume producers
supplying less than 10 pallets per year
will not require HARPS approval. These
suppliers will fall under Tier 3 and will be
required to be certified to an approved
base scheme (see Decision graphic for
details).
Please visit www.harpsonline.com.au
for further information. If you have any
questions about HARPS not covered in

our frequently Asked questions section
at www.harpsonline.com.au/faq/ please
contact the HARpS Helpline on 1300 852
219 or email harps@harpsonline.com.au
Would you like to have a say? HARpS is
seeking involvement from more growers
to participate in the HARpS Technical
Advisory group workshops, to help refine
and improve the elements within the
HARpS scheme. please register your
interest at www.harpsonline.com.au.

VACUUM COOLERS

The most effective way to extend the shelf life of your mushrooms

Proudly
Australian Owned
with 20 years
in the industry!

Vacuum Coolers for Lease or Purchase

Call us now, on: (07) 5549 0234
www.koldtek.com.au
Australian Mushrooms Journal
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www.globalaxis.com.au

SPAWN AND SUPPLEMENT
READY FOR USE CASING
READY FOR USE CASING

LIGHTING
MUSHROOM GROWING
HOUSING AND EQUIPMENT

KNIVES AND WATERING EQUIPMENT

COMPOST AND MUSHROOM MACHINERY

NICOLON GROWING/CASING/TUNNEL NETS

9  admin@globalaxis.com.au
Phone:
 (08)
 8277
 1040
 Email:
Australian Mushrooms Journal
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Food safety project puts
industry on the front foot

M
food safety. It is a
priority for consumers
who expect nothing less.
In recent years some
fresh produce items have
been implicated in food
safety outbreaks, denting
consumer trust and
confidence and impacting
adversely on sales.

ushrooms can potentially carry
human pathogenic microbes
due to features such as high
moisture content, neutral pH,
lack of protective skin, and high rates of
respiration with resulting rapid decay.
At harvest, mushrooms are hand-picked
and packed or sliced and marketed as
a ready to eat product. Processing adds
additional handling which increases the
likelihood of microbial contamination
from compost, casing or external sources
such as the processing equipment. Unless
the mushrooms are cooked, there is no
human pathogen kill step.
In Europe and South Africa, recent
surveys of mushroom production facilities
have shown average levels of risk for
food safety.
Given the lack of similar published
information for Australian mushroom
production systems, a greater
understanding of the potential risks
posed by our production systems is a
priority for industry.
The Australian mushroom industry
understands the need to not only produce
top quality product but also to ensure
that food safety is a top priority. The new
project now in place will provide local
research data that can validate the safety
of domestic production systems, and
identify those areas that may potentially
require improvement.
The strategic levy investment project
Food Safety for the Australian mushroom
industry – MU16005 – is part of the
Hort Innovation Mushroom Fund. The
project, managed by the Fresh Produce
Safety Centre Australia and New Zealand,
is being delivered by a range of service
partners including Applied Horticultural

Research, Freshcare, and the University of
Sydney.

Investigating food safety
risks in mushrooms
In the widest sense, the project is tasked
with investigating food safety risks in
Australian mushroom production systems.
To do this, research will be undertaken in
three distinct areas:
1.	Existing information on food safety
in Australia’s mushroom ministry
will be reviewed. This process will
also involve a review of information
covering the biology and ecology
of foodborne pathogens including
Listeria species, Salmonella species
and E. coli.
2. Over a 12-month period surveys will
be conducted on mushroom farms to
examine pathogen loads in compost,
on casing and on fresh mushrooms.
3. A laboratory-based trial will be
undertaken to investigate the
potential for change in microbial loads
over time for a range of processing
and food chain scenarios.

Project progressing well
According to Dr Jenny Ekman from
Applied Horticultural Research, work is
progressing well on the project.
Dr Ekman said the literature review
on food safety risks associated with
mushrooms had shown that the risk
with mushrooms is extremely low. The
research suggests that even if pathogens
are present on mushrooms, they are
generally at such low levels that they are
unlikely to constitute an infective dose.
“It should be noted that while there
have been detections of food safety
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pathogens on mushrooms under a range
of commercial storage conditions.
Ultimately, the objective of this testing
regime will be to identify food safety
issues and to prepare recommendations
for industry. Key findings from this
project will feed into the industry risk
management committee for further
consideration. These results will also
link through to the Fresh Produce Safety
Centre ‘Guidelines for Fresh Produce Food
Safety’ and Freshcare to identify any
specific food safety risks for mushrooms.
The information from this project will
feed into a mushroom industry-specific
training and documentation package and
will also be used to update Freshcare
materials focusing on specific food safety
risks.
Dr Ekman said the project was all about
the industry being proactive regarding
food safety and having the data at hand
that shows industry has taken every
possible step to ensure its product is safe
for consumers.
As information becomes available,
further updates will be provided in future
editions of this Journal.

pathogens on mushrooms, I cannot find
any record of an outbreak associated
with fresh commercially produced whole
mushrooms.”
“Given this information, it is good that
the industry is being proactive and
generating data on Australian conditions,
which will hopefully confirm international
findings that mushrooms are a very low
risk.
Dr Ekman said next phase of the project
would involve sampling four farms in
different locations across Australia every
three months over the course of a year.
She explained that the sampling would
include compost at different stages
of production, and whole and sliced
mushrooms. The sampling will test
for E. coli, Listeria and Salmonella

and if positive samples are detected,
further testing will then be conducted
to investigate the source of the
contamination and the potential transfer
from substrate to crop and from there on
to the end product.
Additional work will also be undertaken
to look at the survival and growth of

Further information:
Richard Bennett
Fresh Produce Safety Centre A-NZ
Email: r.bennett@pma-anz.com

The information in this article has been provided as part of project MU16003 – Pest
and Disease Management and Research Services. This project has been funded by Hort
Innovation using the mushroom research and development levy and contributions from the
Australian Government. Hort Innovation is the grower owned, not-for-profit research and
development corporation for Australian horticulture.
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Industry Conference
The AMgA Mushroom Industry
Conference will be held in Sydney from
11-13 October. While a number of
key international speakers have been
confirmed, planning is underway to
finalise the program.
As outlined in the report from the
general Manager on page 5, delegates
will enjoy a packed program of speakers,
with the opportunity to learn more about
food marketing, and be updated on the
latest research and development. The
conference will also include an on-farm
component, and social events offering the
opportunity to connect with other
delegates.
With the conference now held every two
years, this is an event not to be missed,
so get out those diaries and put the date
on the calendar.
further details on the program, and the
planned speakers will be included in the
next edition of the Journal.

Industry

Update

Long-serving AMGA staff member retires
AMGA Finance Officer Maurice Coronel retired in December after 15 years with the
Association. In the photo above Maurice (middle) is seen with current Chairman,
Tim Adlington (left) and previous Chairman Kevin Tolson (right). At his send-off
Maurice was thanked for his long service to the Association and for the professional
way he managed to serve the needs of members. He has now retired to a beef
property at Wingham.

Topterra Holland is changing to Legro Mushroom
Casing Solutions – Click here for further information.

Let’s talk
about your
industry

John Vatikiotis
Relationship Management Lead
Hort Innovation

Meet the mushroom industry
Relationship Manager and see
how he can support you.
John is keen to chat with you. He is your link to the latest R&D and marketing
developments and how these can help your business grow. It’s easy to request a
phone call – just go to the ‘Contact Me’ form at horticulture.com.au/contact-me.
Alternatively, call 02 8295 2300 or email membership@horticulture.com.au and let
us know you would like John to call you.

horticulture.com.au

Hort Innovation

Roundup
H

ort Innovation provides a
range of information to levy
payers on activities relevant
to mushroom growers. The
following items provide a snapshot of
the information available. please take
the time to read and click on the LINkS
for more detailed information.
Mushroom Industry Strategic
Investment Advisory Panel
The Mushroom Industry Strategic
Investment Advisory panel continues
to meet regularly to discuss and
provide advice to Hort Innovation on
strategic levy investments in research,
development and marketing.
To keep informed, please take the time
to read the latest meeting summary,
which is available at the following LINk.
If you have any questions relating to the
operations of the SIAp, please contact
Hort Innovation Industry Relationship
Manager, John Vatikiotis either by
phone, 0429 022 637, or email.

Industry Communications
In addition to materials covered in this
Journal and in the Industry Update
newsletter, Hort Innovation provides
a range of ways to stay up to date
including:
• Growing Innovation – This enewsletter is published every month
and features industry-based articles
and valuable information for those
involved in the Australian
horticulture sector. Sign up at the
Communications registration. View
the latest copy HERE.
• Hortlink - The quarterly Hortlink
publication provides an overview and
update on all levy-funded initiatives.
The latest edition is available on the
grower pages of the Hort Innovation
site and can be downloaded HeRe.
• Mushroom Grower Page – The
mushroom industry grower
page is a one-stop-shop for the

mushroom industry, with key
info on industry investments and
advisory mechanisms, documents
including Strategic Investment Plans
and financial reports, and other
resources and downloads relating to
investments.
•

Hort Frontiers Pages – These pages
provide a look at projects in Hort
Innovation’s strategic partnership
initiative, where collaborative, crossindustry investments are focused on
big-picture and longer-term issues
critical to the future of Australian
horticulture.

Applications open for
Churchill Fellowship
Australian horticulture participants now
have the opportunity to travel abroad
and learn about new information,
technology and skills to benefit the
Australian industry, through the Churchill
Fellowship program.
Hort Innovation, as part of its Hort
Frontiers strategic partnership initiative,
has joined with the Churchill Trust to
offer three Fellowships annually, each
valued at around $26,000, to drive
innovation and transformation within
Australia’s horticulture industry.
The Fellowships are open to any
horticulture industry participants who
have an idea for a research project that
can benefit the sector. Applications
for Churchill Fellowships open on 1
February 2018. For more information,
see the Churchill Trust website, or
contact Sharyn Casey at Hort Innovation
on 0414 257 616 or sharyn.casey@
horticulture.com.au.
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